
INSTITUTIONAL PRACTICES 202-21 
 

 Title of the practice : Voice and views – VIEW DOCUMENT 
 

Objectives of the  practice: Personalized learning happens when students voice their 
opinions ,a progressive movement that enhances the learning skills of students, a guiding 

force that helps  them  to express, share  and voice their opinions deliberately in an 

assertive manner .A.V College Voice and Views  is an investment in learning that takes 

them close to success, which also ignites their passion and promotes determination. 
 

The voice and views started by student council aims at  

 
 

 Training  them to voice their opinions deliberately in an assertive manner. 

 Enhance their skills to  build confidence that  paves  way for career 
advancement. 

 Helping them gain command over language and excel in their interviews.  

 

The Context :The institution believes in training the students through a straightforward 
process  to learn effective communication skills . 

Plan effectively to hone their skills-verbal &  non verbal . 

Helping the students not only to develop communication skills but also to emote their 
feelings in different interpersonal contexts. 

 Ensures building life skills that evades them from entering into stifling conflicts, and 

allows them to promote  decorum in the work environment. 
 

The Practices: The college has initiated this  best practice called “Voice and Views” to 

help students make the best use of the opportunity given to them. 

Students are trained to explore and  process  information and share their ideas which  
enables them to consider various viewpoints. 

The use of discussion helps the students bring forth their own personal experiences to the 

forefront more effectively and also with resolutions.  
 

Personalized learning: This is an approach designed to help students benefit by their 

own contributions. Students learn from others and acquire the prerequisite skills useful 

for their career. 
The platform provided helps them shun their inhibitions and adapt to any professional 

arena. 

 
Internships: The college is also having a tie up with companies that provide internships 

and it  has initiated to train them into careers that the students have aimed for. 

Students are briefed on various careers and the pattern of the interview process by the 
guest speakers. 

Jam session, versant round, technical agility, logical reasoning, pronunciation, 

vocabulary and analogy are few components  that the students receive training in. 

 
Evidence of Success :Most of the students have realized their goals and the means to 

achieve them. 

To the institution’s credit most of the students of UG & PG are well placed in 
Companies like Wipro, Cognizant, GE ,ADP, Asian Paints,24/7, Google etc.. with good 

pay packages. 

 
Problems Encountered : Most of the students are unable to shun their inhibitions and 

learn the traits of extroversion. 

Accommodating  a large number of students who have different goals, with different 

areas to be strengthened  stands as  a challenge for the institution. 
Students who come from different backgrounds their self evaluation capacity is still 

weak. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1tSNWqJAF4MXPFK6LMwownIwSiyHl0U58?usp=sharing


 



 



 



 



 
 

 
 
INSTITUTIONAL PRACTICES 
 
 Title of the practice : Health Camp– VIEW DOCUMENT 
 

Objectives of the  practice:  
To help poor get health care free of cost. 
To  spread awareness regarding proper hygiene  and cleanliness. 
To  help the underprivileged and train them to address any health issue that outbreaks. 
Educate and train students to be conscious about the society that they live in. 
 
The Context : The  A.V. College  health committee has organized an awareness program, a review on general health and threw 

light on different types of cancers and also educated on the preventive measures . 
The committee with the students has paid a visit to the underprivileged society and also briefed women and young girls on  how 
prone they are to gynecological  related cancers. 
The students were given hands-on experience, when they were asked to make a survey and counsel the people of that social milieu. 
  
The Practices: A.V. College has always believed in serving the society, which is exemplified by the initiative that the health 
committee has shouldered. The responsibility of giving health related awareness and distributing medicines which were not easily 

available or which the inhabitants of the underprivileged society could not afford to buy. 
 To establish the community norms, the health committee in collaboration with the social responsibility committee and youth red 
cross have arranged for  covaxin and covishield  first and second doses of vaccination to the community free of cost .this privilege 

was open for all. 
Such camps were held twice.  

 

 Evidence of Success :Though initially the students were reluctant ,later they have become more participative and have also 

learnt  the art of dealing with them.  
The vaccination health camp has eased the burden of the people around A.V. College as there was a shortage of vaccines by then 
also  they did not  have to wait in long queues .   
 

Problems Encountered : Students weren't ready to pay a visit as they feared that they might be more susceptible to any 

communicable diseases. 
Students also lacked self confidence and thought that only after taking a professional training they can go ahead with such 
approaches. 
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AnawarenessprogramwasorganizedbytheHealthCommittee;areviewonge

neralHealthandawarenessondi.fferenttypesofcancersaswellaboutthepreventive

measureswerediscussed. 

 

SpeakerfortheprogramwasDr.AparnaSuryaDevaraa,Radiologist,Assistan

tSurgeonofMNJCancerHospital,Hyderabad. 

 

Inthisprogram·100membersparticipatedfromA.V.Collegestaffaswellasso

meofthecolleges(RBVRR,VanithamahavidyalayaandSt.Franciscollegestaff

members)throughzoomonline  

platformandtheywerebenefitedwiththeknowledgeinidentifyingthepreliminarys

tagesofcancer. 
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